A hierarchical mixture model is considered for sparse broadband acoustic Green's functions associated with mulitpath environments [J. Acous. Soc. Am. 130, p 2346, Canadian Acous. Vol. 40 No. 3]. Such a mixture model can be employed to match arbitrary second order statistics of a multi-path channel over angle-time-bandwidth. The model matches these statistics while admitting the sparsity necessary to capture propagation between moving platforms through the waveguide. The uppermost stage of the hierarchy is specified by a mean bulk platform speed. Conditioned on this is a structured field of beta distributions associated with the probabilities of ensonified paths over beamDoppler-bandwidth. The response function of each path is conditionally Gaussian and is built from Bernoulli indicator variables whose probabilities are drawn from the field of betas. Posterior mean and variance are reviewed and used in an underwater acoustic receiver structure to replace Kalman-like estimators and phase-looked loop structures. Performance in terms of mean squared error is 10 dB lower than conventional Wiener filtering schemes when the channel response is significantly sparse with reductions in this margin due to degrading of sparsity or SNR.
Introduction
In this article performance measures for the previously proposed mixture model based adaptive estimation scheme for space-time varying Green's functions (2)(3)(4) are presented. The hierarchical model is employed to capture and build necessary sparsity and dependence within the response function h kζf where k, ζ, f specifies the the beam, Doppler and frequency. A three stage hierarchical model that yields the Green's function as a discrete mixture Gaussian model in the beam-Doppler-frequency domain is presented. Other choices for the domain of observation are possible, the model has been employed in beam-time-frequency as well as in the beam-Doppler-delay. The model allows each beam-Doppler-frequency slot to share dependence among the indicator variables through the upper stage of the heirarchy by linking their probability paramaters through a constrained Beta field. Here we compare the approach to classic Wiener filtering and show how the feature of sparsity effects relative performance.
The model is initiated with two hypotheses, the first is associated with the apriori form of the mean Doppler spectra and the second regards the variance of the probability field that specifies the Doppler spectra. A Doppler spectrum, D(ζ, f, v) is postulated as known and characterizes the expected value of the probability of ensonifcation of Doppler-frequency (ζ, f ) slots off of the mean aggregate platform velocity ridge at ζ − vf /c. While this spectrum does not deterministically define the Doppler energy profile for any given channel realization, it does provide the most basic and general rule for the probabilities of ensonified Doppler-frequency slots given some bulk relative platform velocity v. This function will be later linked to the marginal channel scattering function. For a starting point we can take the marginal channel Doppler spread as
The second hypothesis specifies the conditional variance of the probabilities of ensonification given that the mean obeys the first hypothesis and requires one parameter of the beta distribution to be specified apriori. The channel model is then
f × S f . The probabilities π kζf ∼ Beta(α, β) determine the probability of response energy at the beam, Doppler and bandwidth frequency (kζf ). The parameters α and β are set by a constraint on the first two moments, namely E[π kζf |v] and a fixed variance or perhaps by fixing α = α o and allowing the E[π kζf |v] to determine β kζf via E[π] = α/(α + β). The channel model would then be specified as:
where x ∼ N (0, ν 2 ) implies that the complex variable x is circularly symetric Gaussian, i.e. 
Performance of the mixture Gaussian model
Consider the sparse acoustic channel characterized by a given probability field as described by equation (1) and consider measurements of the channel at variance δ 2 . Consider estimates of the channel based on the second order statistics of the channel which we term the Wiener assumption, and that based on the full sparse mixture Gaussian assumption. Figure4 displays the ratio of the mean square error of channel estimates for a wide range of SNRs λ 2 /δ 2 . The MSE for the hierarchical model is approximately 10 dB below that of Wiener filtering in all scenarios except where the dominant ridge of channel energy in Doppler-frequency is below 3 dB SNR. Such scenarios correspond to extremely low received SNR.
Conclusions
A hierarchical mixture model is presented for the adaptive estimation of time-varying Green's functions from single element sources to vertical arrays. The model is suitable for broadband acoustic communicaitons through multipath environments. The approach is flexible and adaptable. Mean square estimation of the acoustic response is favorable compared to conventional Wiener filtering. 
